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Abstract
The property of a (formal) development method which gives the development process the potential
for productivity is compositionality. Interference is what makes it difficult to find compositional
development methods for concurrent systems. This paper is intended to contribute to tractable development methods for concurrent programs. In particular it explores ways in which object-based
language concepts can be used to provide a compositional development method for concurrent programs. This text summarizes results from three draft papers. It firstly shows how object-based
concepts can be used to provide a designer with control over interference and proposes a transformational style of development (for systems with limited interference) in which concurrency is
introduced only in the final stages of design. The essential idea here is to show that certain object
graphs limit interference. Secondly, the paper shows how a suitable logic can be used to reason
about those systems where interference plays an essential role. Here again, concepts are used in the
design notation which are taken from object-oriented languages since they offer control of granularity and way of pinpointing interference. Thirdly, the paper outlines the semantics of the design
notation mapping its constructs to Milner’s / -calculus.
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Introduction

The most difficult aspect of finding tractable development methods for concurrent systems is to provide
a useful notion of compositionality which facilitates division of work. Compositionality can be defined
as follows (adapted from [Zwi88])
A development method is compositional if the fact that a design step satisfies a given
specification can be justified on the basis of the specifications of any constituent components
without knowledge of their interior construction
Earlier work on shared-variable concurrency (see [Jon83a] which is significantly extended in [Stø90,
Stø91a, Stø91b]) used rely and guarantee conditions both to describe and to reason about interference.
The fixed format of these specifications was rejected in [Jon91a] in favour of a logic with operators which
use predicates of pairs of states (there are similarities with Lamport’s TLA [Lam90, Lam91]). But the
proofs remain long-winded and the earlier work has been dogged by issues like atomicity (granularity)
and questions about where invariants etc. are supposed to hold.
In common with many others, the current author sees language restrictions as a way of constraining
concurrency so as to reduce the number of proof obligations in development. The current approach
uses concepts of object-oriented languages in order to constrain interference and fix a level of granularity. (The idea to use object-oriented languages was made more tempting by the positive experience of
building a theorem proving assistant [JJLM91] in Smalltalk and more recent discussions about exploiting parallel hardware and tackling a multi-user version of mural .) It is not, however, the aim to add
yet one more language to those claiming to be object-oriented; the development method envisaged here
ought be used for programs in languages such as ABCL [Yon90], Modula-3 [Nel91], Beta [KMMN91]
or UFO [Sar92]. The claim is that some carefully chosen subset of object-oriented concepts makes the
design of concurrent programs more tractable than in arbitrary shared-variable languages (or even languages like CSP). The move to an object-based language has not made the interference logic redundant
it has only reduced the need for interference arguments; Sections 4 to 7 explore the situation where
interference is essential.
The design notation used in this paper (known as / o`h ) is heavily influenced by the programming
language ‘POOL’ (see Appendix A.1 for references and some comparative notes); it also reflects discussions with colleagues at Manchester University. Most of the features of the language are presented
by examples. Points of interest include the following. Classes have methods only one of which may
be active at any one time (for a particular instance); invocation of methods is synchronous but methods
can return before they complete and this releases the invoking process from the rendezvous. Consider
the following
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Priq class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Priq) @ nil
add(e: ) method
return
if m = nil then (m @ e; l @ new Priq)
elif m < e then l!add(e)
else (l!add(m); m @ e)
fi
rem() method r:
return m
if m&nil then m @ l!rem()
if m = nil then l @ nil
fi
fi
This can be read as an object-oriented program (which is actually developed from a specification in
Section 2). The programming task which is considered concerns sorting: a priority queue delivers –
and removes – its smallest value via a remove method (rem); new values can be added by another
method (add). Programs obtain a reference to (an instance of) a priority queue by using a new Priq
statement. In fact, the created queue can be a linked list of instances of Priq but the using program
would have no way of detecting this. Each instance has two variables containing a value and a link
(possibly nil) to the next element.
In the class Priq, the new method is implicit; all that happens is that the instance variables (m and
l) is initialized. Once created, there are two methods which can be invoked in an instance of the Priq
class: add puts its argument into the queue and rem – which takes no arguments – returns the smallest
value contained in the queue. Methods are invoked by expressions like l!add(7) (where l is a reference
to an instance of Priq). The semantics dictates that only one method can be active at any time in a
particular instance of Priq.1 Notice that the return statements occur at the the beginning of the add and
rem methods. This releases the user from the rendezvous and lets the remaining code run in parallel
with other activity of the invoking program. Furthermore, once – say – the call to the next add has been
released, the method terminates and its instance is available for other method calls. One can picture a
whole sequence of add and rem methods rippling along the linked-list structure. The fact that the activity
can never get out of order is important and results from the object graph which is created. Marking
the contained references as private makes it easier to establish results about the object graphs. Were
/ o`h a programming language, all sorts of concrete syntax details would have to be resolved – here,
a rather relaxed syntax is used with line breaks playing a meaningful part. (The abstract syntax of the
language used here is given in Appendix A.2.) The reader should remember that / o`h is intended as a
design notation to be used to develop programs in a language where issues like parsing have received
due attention.
In addition to the return statement, there is a yield statement which provides a way of delegating the
responsibility to answer a method invocation. As in Priq, objects (instances of classes) are created by
activating new for a class name; in / o`h explicit methods for new can be written. The language has
no inheritance yet (it is tempting to try something like ‘theory morphisms’ – cf. [JJLM91] – because
inheritance is often used to solve too many problems at once).
1

It can be useful to think of classes as blocks which can be multiply instantiated; each instance has local (instance)
variables and procedures (methods); the instance variables can only be accessed or changed by the methods; methods are
called (invoked) by sending messages.
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In addition to the language presentation herein, it is to some extent true that the search for a development method has been driven by examples: the approach has been to find plausible development
steps and then to look for formal rules which justify them. This is largely motivated by the experience
which shows that the thing which makes formal development work like mathematics is finding the right
steps of development; detailing the proofs of individual steps is less rewarding. One key insight was
the realization that assertions (invariants etc.) about the object graphs created by object references are
central to the explanation of many algorithms. This first part of this paper looks at two topologies in
Sections 2 and 3 which both support a ‘promotion’ of properties about instances to properties about
collections of instances. This can be compared with the way in which an inference rule for a while
statement can be used to infer results about a composite statement from properties of its components.
Section 5 also shows the sort of transformational development – usable on simple object graphs –
which is discussed above but Section 7 tackles the problem of interference when such simple object
graphs do not suffice. Section 6 discusses the logic used.
There are at least two options for giving the semantics: a resumption semantics which fits the way
methods work here (cf. [AR89, pp111]; see also [Wol88, AR92]) or mapping to Milner’s Polyadic / calculus [Mil92]. Since the mapping to the / -calculus is quite far advanced, the working name for the
design notation is / o`h . (see Appendix C).

2

Linked-lists of objects

The first example illustrates the object-based nature of the programming language and the role that this
plays in developing programs. What follows is a step-wise development of a program which stores each
element of the queue as a local variable in an instance of an object; these objects are organized into
a linked-list. Because the specifications are simpler, the first steps of development assume sequential
execution within a queue (there might – however – be other concurrent threads); concurrency within a
queue is considered in the final development step where its use is justified by arguing that it provides
the same visible behaviour as the sequential implementation.

Specification
As in a Larch [GHW85, GH93] ‘interface language’, the design notation is used here to provide a
framework for the specification which is given as a class definition. The methods are specified by
pre- and post-conditions in a style similar to that used in VDM [Jon90]. 2 In post-conditions, hooked
identifiers refer to the value of the instance variables before execution of the method and undecorated
identifiers refer to the values after execution of the method. Thus
b= b F e
requires that the value of the instance variable b after an invocation of add is the bag union of the value
of that variable before execution of the method with a unit bag containing the value of the parameter.
Notice that rem is a partial method and – as in VDM – the post-condition can be undefined if its precondition is not satisfied. (The external clauses from VDM are barely necessary in the context of a class
but there are places where one really ought note that some variables are read-only.) Values of type bag
etc. and operators like F are part of the specification language.
2

The classes here can be compared with modules in VDM-SL [BSI92, Daw91].
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Priq class
vars b: -bag @
add(e: ) method
post b = b F e
rem() method r:
pre b &
post r = min( b )  b = b < r

Just as in VDM, ‘satisfiability’ proof obligations can be generated for each method specification.

Straightforward data reification
It is possible to undertake a step of data reification of the bag b to an ascending sequence. Such a step
is sketched here in order to afford comparison with the reification to a linked-list which follows. The
objects concerned are
AscSeq = 
inv (b)
is-ascending(b)
The invariant is a restriction on the elements which are in the set AscSeq (is-ascending – and other
simple functions – are taken to be obvious). 3
The relationship between this representation and the abstract objects is defined
retr : AscSeq A -Bag
retr(b)

bagof (b)

bagof : X  A X-Bag
bagof (t)

e

card i D inds t | t(i) = e | e D elems t

This representation is ‘adequate’ (there is at least one element of AscSeq which corresponds – under retr
– to each element of -bag ). The methods of Priq can be specified on this representation as follows.
Priq class
vars b: AscSeq @ [ ]
add(e: ) method
post i D inds b u b(i) = e  del(b, i) = b
rem() method r:
pre b & [ ]
post r = hd b  b = tl b

del(t, i)
3

t(1, … , i < 1) t(i + 1, … , len t)

Throughout this paper, VDM notation [Jon90] is used for sequences, maps etc.
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The correctness of such a step can be justified by further rules (operation domain/result) of [Jon90].
It is worth taking this opportunity to reflect on where the invariant must hold: a user would presumably accept an implementation of add which put new elements at the end of a list and then sorted
it. In this view, an invariant does not have to be true mid-operation: it is really a way of abbreviating pre-/post-conditions. It would be possible to develop from here a sequential implementation using
decomposition rules to justify the use of while statements etc.

Reification involving class instances
The main line of object-based development is now considered (i.e. the reification to AscSeq is ignored
and the reference point for this step is the initial specification). Here again, a reification focuses on
the development of the data structure and finding an appropriate invariant is a key to the design. This
development step employs multiple instances of class Priq; their local variables (m) collectively represent b; the instances form a linked-list with the l variable in one instance pointing to the next. The
use of references necessitates talking about a global state (m D Y). This is viewed as a mapping from
references to instances

Y = Ref

m

Inst

and variable names can be applied as selectors to objects of Inst (e.g. if p is a reference to an instance
of Priq, then m(m (p)) is a natural number). The state is a Curried argument to functions which depend
on the global state. The predicate is-linked-list(p, l)(m ) is true if the instance pointed to by p (in m )
is the start of a linked-list via the references contained in the l variables of each instance. Although
the objective here is to talk about linked-lists etc. without needing to think at the reference level, this
predicate can be defined in terms of Y as follows.4
is-linked-list : Ref × Name A Y A
is-linked-list(p, l)(m )
pl D Ref  u
pl(1) = p  l(m (pl(len pl))) = nil 
i D 1, … , len pl < 1 u pl(i + 1) = l(m (pl(i)))
Similarly, a function to extract a sequence from a linked list is extract-seq(p, l, n) which generates a
sequence of the (non-nil) n values from instances linked by the l references.
extract-seq : Ref × Name × Name A Y A X
extract-seq(p, l, n)(m )
if p = nil then [ ]
elif n(m (p)) = nil then extract-seq(l(m (p)), l, n)(m )
else [n(m (p))] extract-seq(l(m (p)), l, n)(m )
fi

This can be used to define the set of references which can be reached from a reference.
reach : Ref × Name A Y A X
reach(p, l)(m )

elems extract-seq(p, l, l)(m )

4
It would be possible to pass a lambda expression (or simply make l a constant) in order to avoid passing a name to
is-linked-list.

6

The data type invariant can then be defined as follows.
inv : Ref A Y A
inv(p)(m )
is-linked-list(p, l)(m )  is-ascending(extract-seq(p, l, m)(m )) 
r D reach(p, l)(m ) u l(m (r)) = nil  m(m (r)) = nil
The invariant is considered to be true only between method invocations (rather than during the execution
of a method). The retrieve function is as follows.
retr : Ref A Y A -Bag
retr(p)(m )

bagof (extract-seq(p, l, m)(m ))

It is now possible to specify Priq on the linked-lists. 5
Priq class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Priq) @ nil
add(e: ) method
post let b = extract-seq(self, l, m)( m ) in
let b = extract-seq(self, l, m)(m ) in

i D inds b u b(i) = e  del(b, i) = b
rem() method r:
pre extract-seq(self, l, m)(m ) & [ ]
post let b = extract-seq(self, l, m)( m ) in
let b = extract-seq(self, l, m)(m ) in
r = hd b  b = tl b
Any user of a Priq would be unaware that the implementation involved multiple instances; since the
references are private (cannot be copied) they are invisible and free from danger of interference. In
order to state the pre- and post-conditions, the sequences are extracted from the state with a reference to
the current instance (self) providing the start of the list. A simple generalization of standard refinement
rules will cover such a reification step.

Operation decomposition
The next step of development is to look at code which satisfies the above: the specifications are decomposed into executable statements.
5

Notice m can contain a VDM-like nil; for the Ref type, a nil value is a normal null reference; there is a sort of pun here
since a ‘real’ object-oriented language would anyway make all values into objects.
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Priq class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Priq) @ nil
add(e: ) method
if m = nil then (m @ e; l @ new Priq)
elif m < e then l!add(e)
else (l!add(m); m @ e)
fi
return
rem() method r:
t:
t@m
if t&nil then m @ l!rem()
if m = nil then l @ nil
fi
fi
return t

The inductive justification of this decomposition relies on rules which promote assumptions on one
instance of the class to collections of such instances; the linear reference topology justifies a structural
induction argument about the recursive calls to methods. The base case for add which starts with b
as the empty sequence is straightforward (p and l are both nil). The inductive step assumes that the
recursive call to l!add(m) performs according to specification. Notice that inv above implies that there
can not be a loop in the reference chain which is important since otherwise calls to add would deadlock.
Notice also that it is not necessary to rely on pre-rem: the implementation happens to deliver a nil result
if the method is used outside its intended domain.

Equivalent code
As mentioned above, the initial steps of this development have not employed concurrency within a
queue: in the preceding code, add and rem hold the invoking process in a rendezvous until they complete
and a method call at the head of the list does not complete until all recursive calls terminate. (Recall
that only one method can be active in each instance of a method at any one time.) Parallelism can
be achieved by letting – for example – rem return the local m before it ripples through bringing up
values as required; the invoking process is released from the rendezvous and can run in parallel with
the Priq methods. Furthermore, this also applies to the instances of Priq within one queue: once rem
has obtained a value from the next element in the queue, it can terminate making it possible for either
of the methods of this instance to be invoked. Because of the linear reference topology controlled by
private refs, no other thread of control can interfere with the queue.
The argument for the correctness of this step follows from a transformation which permits moving
statements. Essentially
S; return e

return e; S

(1)

providing e is not affected by S 2 and S2 only changes (other than its own state) states reachable by
private references. Thus the preceding code can be transformed as follows.
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Priq class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Priq) @ nil
add(e: ) method
return
if m = nil then (m @ e; l @ new Priq)
elif m < e then l!add(e)
else (l!add(m); m @ e)
fi
rem() method r:
return m
if m&nil then m @ l!rem()
if m = nil then l @ nil
fi
fi
This step uses algebraic laws to re-order code which is an observationally equivalent parallel program to
the one which was first specified. Apart from offering what is hopefully an intuitive development route,
this has obviated the need to describe post-conditions for the concurrent behaviour of the methods. It is
not immediately obvious how to write such post-conditions because at the point at which an execution
of a method begins, methods on other instances might still be active (such post-conditions appear to
need something like Lamport’s ‘prophesy variables’).
The final code behaves in much the same way as BUBLAT (cf. [CLW79]) did in earlier work on
‘interference’ proofs (e.g. [Stø90]) but there is much less ‘mechanism’ visible here – further steps of
development could bring in the extra variables of the earlier code if so desired.

Alternatives
A couple of general observations can be made even after this simple example. There is a reliance above
on the fact that the values (in ) are immutable; while this is taken for granted in non-OO-languages, it
is not the norm in the OO-world (cf. open issue 2 in Appendix A.1). If the element values could change,
such changes would need to be constrained by interference assertions like those used in Section 7.
It must be conceded that – thus far – it would be possible to use a development method in which
objects can be guarded from interference by encapsulation and then to have a compiler generate the
actual class instances. The reason for taking the approach of creating the instances and reasoning
about (non-)interference is that it prepares for the more general approach below. It is – for example
– interesting to consider what would go wrong with the above development if a ‘fast path’ vector of
pointers to every tenth element in the list existed. The sharing of pointers which would result would
undermine the equivalence shown in Equation 1 and observational equivalence would not be guaranteed.

3

Tree-like object graphs

The programming task considered in this specification is similar to that in the preceding section but it
shows that references defining a tree-like topology of instances can also be used as a basis for reasoning;
this development also introduces a new statement of the language.

Specification
The example of building a simple symbol table is used in [Ame89]; its specification is very simple.
9

Symtab class
vars st: (Key

m

Data) @
insert(k: Key, d: Data) method
post st = st † k
d
search(k: Key) method res: Data
pre k D dom st
post res = st(k)

Reification
The first design idea is to represent the mapping as a binary tree.
Tree :: mk : [Key]
md : [Data]
l : [Tree]
r : [Tree]
inv (mk-Tree(mk, md, l, r))

(mk = nil  md = nil)  (mk = nil  l = r = nil)

Over which an invariant might be defined
is-ordered-tree : Tree A
is-ordered-tree(mk-Tree(mk, md, l, r))
if mk = nil
then true
else (lk D coll(l) u lk < mk)  (rk D coll(r) u mk < rk) 
(l & nil  is-ordered-tree(l))  (r & nil  is-ordered-tree(r))
fi

where the coll function simply collects the set of Keys
coll : [Tree] A Key-set
coll(t)
cases t of
A
nil
mk-Tree(nil, md, l, r) A

,
,
mk-Tree(mk, md, l, r) A coll(l) F mk F coll(r)

end

Nested objects like Tree have, in / o`h , to be represented by structures built with references. An
invariant must specify that the reference structure forms a genuine tree (is-linked-tree) and that the Tree
obtained by using extract-tree on the instances satisfies is-ordered-tree.
inv : Ref A Y A
inv(p)(m )

is-linked-tree(p, l, r)(m )  is-ordered-tree(extract-tree(p, l, r, mk)(m ))

10

The functions is-linked-tree and extract-tree can be defined in an analogous way to is-linked-list above. 6
The retrieve function follows.
m

retr : Ref A Y A (Key

Data)

retr(p)(m )
retrm(extract-tree(p, l, r, km)(m ))
retrm : [Tree] A (Key

m

Data)

retrm(t)
cases t of
A
nil
mk-Tree(nil, md, l, r) A

,
,
mk-Tree(mk, md, l, r) A retrm(l) F mk

md F retrm(r)

end

The methods are respecified as follows.
Symtab class
vars mk: Key @ nil; md: Data @ nil; l: private ref(Symtab) @ nil; r: private ref(Symtab) @ nil
insert(k: Key, d: Data) method
d
post retr(extract-tree(self, l, r, mk)(m )) = retr(extract-tree(self, l, r, mk)( m )) † k
search(k: Key) method res: Data
pre k D dom retr(extract-tree(self, l, r, mk)(m ))
post res = (retr(extract-tree(self, l, r, mk)(m )))(k)

Operation decomposition
It is straightforward to provide code which satisfies the pre-/post-conditions on methods of Symtab.
Symtab class
vars mk: Key @ nil; md: Data @ nil; l: private ref(Symtab) @ nil; r: private ref(Symtab) @ nil
insert(k: Key, d: Data) method
if mk = nil then (mk @ k; md @ d)
elif mk = k then md @ d
elif k < mk then (if l = nil then l @ new Symtab fi l!insert(k, d))
else (if r = nil then r @ new Symtab fi r!insert(k, d))
fi
return
search(k: Key) method res: Data
pre k D dom retr(self)
if k = mk then return md
elif k < mk then return l!search(k)
else return r!search(k)
fi
The argument that this code satisfies its specification uses structural induction over the tree topology.
6

It might, however, by worth passing lambda expressions rather than names to define the link tracing.
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Equivalent code
As in Section 3 the above code is sequential (within one instance of a tree). The transformation in
Equation 1 can be used to justify executing the return at the beginning of insert. There is, however, a
problem with re-ordering the steps of search: no result can be available until it has been found so the
caller of the method has to be held up. But an instance of Symtab can be used by another process if the
task of delivering a result is delegated (to another instance). This is exactly the semantics of the yield
statement. The equivalence used is
return l!m(x)

yield l!m(x)

(2)

providing l is a private reference and only references via private references. Thus the above code can
be transformed into the following.
Symtab class
vars mk: Key @ nil; md: Data @ nil; l: private ref(Symtab) @ nil; r: private ref(Symtab) @ nil
insert(k: Key, d: Data) method
return
if mk = nil then (mk @ k; md @ d)
elif mk = k then md @ d
elif k < mk then (if l = nil then l @ new Symtab fi l!insert(k, d))
else (if r = nil then r @ new Symtab fi r!insert(k, d))
fi
search(k: Key) method res: Data
if k = mk then return md
elif k < mk then yield l!search(k)
else yield r!search(k)
fi

4

Interference

There are many aspects of concurrent programs and many different problems; the remainder of this
paper focuses on interference. It is argued above that methods of reasoning about concurrent programs
must accommodate interference. To provide useful compositionality, development methods must offer
help also at the earliest stages of design: proofs at lowest level of detail are of less value than those
in earlier design phases. The main idea is to structure the design (record) so as to be provable. In
fact, much of the motivation of the ideas presented here has been to offer ways of formalizing steps of
development which are intuitively acceptable.
It might appear that interference completely rules out the possibility of compositional development
but a number of authors have attempted to tame this dragon by recording facts about interference in
specifications. An early attempt is presented in [FP78] but this does not offer compositionality. The
interference approach in [Jon81, Jon83a, Jon83b] suggested a compositional approach related to the
Owicki/Gries method [Owi75, OG76]: rely and guarantee conditions were used to record acceptable
and promised interference; proof obligations were given for operation decomposition including parallel
statements. The original rely/guarantee method did not cope with liveness issues but there has recently
been a flurry of activity and both Stølen [Stø90, Stø91a, Stø91b] and Xu [XH91, Xu92] have proposed
extensions to cover liveness. It was always clear that [Jon81] presented only an existence proof of
ways of recording and reasoning about interference and that more research was required to make the
12

ideas useful in practice (but [WD88, GR89], for example, show the method has been used on industrial
applications). The attempt to find compositional development methods for parallel programs has influenced others – including some work on temporal logic (see [BKP84, dR85]) and the VVSL specification
language [Mid90]; related references include [BK84, Sta85, Sti86, Sti88, Sta88, BM88, Ded89, Bro89,
SW91]. But by the time the ideas were being recognised, it had become clear that it was possible to
improve on the rather heavy proof rules for rely/guarantee conditions and to replace them by a logic
with a more pleasing algebra [Jon91b, Jon91a].

5

Sieve of Eratosthenes

The ‘Sieve of Eratosthenes’ can be used to determine prime numbers up to some stated maximum. Its
justification has been used in the literature to illustrate several ways of reasoning about concurrency.
The implementation developed in this section is in the spirit of various programs shown in the POOL
literature (versions exist in different dialects in [Ame86, AdB90]) but a test function has been added
here since, without some ‘observer’, the POOL specifications were forced to talk about internal states
rather than behaviours (an alternative observer would be to add a way of listing the primes).
Section 7 presents an alternative development where a DAG-like object graph allows interference;
that development is also shown to satisfy the specification below.

Specification
It is easy to write a specification for a prime number tester; what follows already embodies the use of a
sieve since starting at a user-oriented view shows nothing new. The specification could be written in a
specification notation like that used in VDM. Here, the operations are described as methods of a class
called Primes. It is obvious that a test method is required; here the new method is also given explicitly
since it has a parameter. The specifications of the methods are
Primes class
vars max: ; sieve: -set
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
post r = self  max = n  sieve = 2 ) i ) max | is-prime(i)
test(n: ) method r:
rd sieve, max
pre n ) max
post r  (n D sieve)
Instances of Primes are created by new Primes(n) which returns a reference, say p; providing the precondition is respected, any process to which p is disclosed can then use p!test(i) to obtain a Boolean value
which indicates whether i is composite or prime. Although there may be many concurrent threads, only
one method can be active at one time per instance of Primes (of course, there can be many instances).
It is up to the developer of Primes to avoid unwanted interference by keeping control of any internal
references.

Reification involving class instances
The route to concurrency adopted in this design is to create one process (here, instances of Sift) per
prime. This is achieved by an initialization in which each instance of Sift sifts out any composites for
which its index is a factor; each instances pass (to the next) any potential prime which it does not divide
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(m div n). At the end of the list of instances, an uninitialized process receives a number which must be
a prime, stores it and sets up a new instance of Sift. Testing for primality is similar. Thus the instance
variables of Sift are
Sift class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Sift) @ nil
The initial specification of Primes is given in terms of local assertions on each method. In contrast,
the invariant which plays a part in this design step concerns the multiple instances of Sift which are
created. These instances form a linked-list object graph in which the variable l of one instance contains
the reference of the next instance (with nil marking the end of the list). The use of such references
requires that assertions are couched in terms of a global state (m D Y) which is viewed as a map from
references to instances

Y = Ref

m

Inst

Variable names are treated as selectors to objects of Inst (thus, if p is a reference to an instance of Sift,
m(m (p)) selects the natural number in m). The state is a Curried argument to functions which depend on
Y. The predicate is-linked-list: Ref × Name A Y A and the function extract-seq: Ref × Name × Name
A Y A X are as in Section 2. In terms of these, it is straightforward to define an invariant which
limits the object graph of Sift instances to a linear list and, furthermore, requires that the m values are
in ascending order (is-ascending:  A Bool is assumed to be obvious).
inv : Ref A Y A
inv(sr)(m )

is-linked-list(sr, l)(m )  is-ascending(extract-seq(sr, l, m)(m ))

The intuitive idea that the m values in this linear list represent the sieve value in the specification of
Primes can be formalized by a retrieve function
retr : Ref A Y A -set
retr(p)(m )

elems extract-seq(p, l, m)(m )

Now, still following the general pattern of development steps by data reification in [Jon90], the methods
of Primes can be specified on this representation as follows.
Primes class
vars max: ; sr: private ref(Sift) @ nil
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
post r = self  max = n  retr(sr)(m ) = 2 ) i ) max | is-prime(i)
test(n: ) method r:
rd sieve, max
pre n ) max
post r  (n D retr(sr)(m ))
Notice that clauses of the invariant such as is-linked-list do not have to be stated in, for example, the
post-condition of new.

Decomposition
It is a straightforward task to write sequential object-oriented programs which satisfy the specification
of Primes which has resulted from the reification and which also preserve the invariant. In a fully
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formal operation decomposition one would need inference rules about the specifically object-oriented
statements which supplement those (e.g. in [Jon90]) for iterative statements etc. In the code which
follows, an outline proof is adumbrated by assertions.
Primes class
vars max: ; sr: private ref(Sift) @ nil
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
ctr:
max @ n
sr @ new Sift
retr(sr)(m ) =
ctr @ 2
while ctr ) max do
sr!setup(ctr)
retr(sr)(m ) = i D 2, … , ctr | is-prime(i)
ctr @ ctr + 1
od

retr(sr)(m ) = i D 2, … , max | is-prime(i)
return self
test(n: ) method r:
return sr!test(n)

Sift class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Sift) @ nil
setup(n: ) method
if m = nil then (m @ n; l @ new Sift)
elif ¬ m div n then l!setup(n)
else skip
fi
return
test(n: ) method r:
if m = nil  n < m then return false
elif m = n then return true
else return l!test(n)
fi

The formal argument would use structural induction over the linked-list structure to promote results
about one instance to properties of the whole network.

Equivalent code
As in Section 3, the real interest is how to move from the sequential solution to one which realizes the
potential for concurrency which is inherent in the many instances of Sift. As the code above stands,
any invocation of setup of Sift will not release its invoker until the effect has travelled all the way along
the linked list and the returns have come all of the way back. This delay is unnecessary as can be
proved using Equation 1. This justifies moving the return statement to the first position in setup. The
method now releases its invoker as soon as possible and generates activity further along the list; once the
method in one instance terminates, it is open to have further methods invoked even though the activity
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from the first call is still going on. The point of the rule in Equation 1 is that it preserves observational
equivalence. The same transformation can be applied to new of Primes.
In essence, a similar transformation is required for test of Sift where the change from return to yield
is justified by Equation 2. Thus the final code is as follows.
Primes class
vars max: ; sr: private ref(Sift) @ nil
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
ctr:
max @ n
return self
sr @ new Sift

ctr @ 2
while ctr ) max do sr!setup(ctr); ctr @ ctr + 1 od
test(n: ) method r:
return sr!test(n)

Sift class
vars m: [ ] @ nil; l: private ref(Sift) @ nil
setup(n: ) method
return
if m = nil then (m @ n; l @ new Sift)
else if ¬ m div n then l!setup(n) fi
fi
test(n: ) method r:
if m = nil  n < m then return false
elif m = n then return true
else yield l!test(n)
fi
The development route adopted in this section is to stay with data reification and operation decomposition for sequential programs until the final step of development; concurrency is introduced by
transformations which preserve observational equivalence. The validity of the transformations rely on
restrictions to the object graphs. Where, as in Section 7, sharing of references occurs this is not an
appropriate development method.

6

Global safety assertions

The arguments used in Section 7 use global assertions about the evolution of computations. These
assertions are written in a logic which is a development of that presented in [Jon91a]. In addition to
predicates of one state p: Y A and relations on states r: Y × Y A , various modal operators are
allowed. The most basic operator for safety reasoning is S links r meaning that any step in the execution
of S makes a state transition which satisfies the relation r. Some arguments can be documented more
concisely using derived operators. For example
confirms -defn

S links ( p  p)
S confirms p
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S links ( p  p)
S maintains p

maintains -defn

and for f : Y A Val
conserves -defn

S links (f = f )
S conserves f

An operator which asserts that S does terminate – and that the final state satisfies p – is S fin p. Assertions
about the behaviour of an execution under interference (S e) are written – for example
e links (retr(sr)(m )

retr(sr)( m ))  new Rem(i, sr) e fin (retr(sr)(m ) E mults(i) =

)

In addition, the following two rules are used below
-links

i (Si
i

links r)

Si links r

i (Si links r)
(
e
links
r  Si e fin pi )
i
-I
e links r  ( i Si ) e fin i pi

7

Reasoning about interference

This section shows how to cope with interference; both specifications and development steps must be
considered. A program is developed which employs concurrency in much the same way as [Jon83a]
implements the prime sieve – here, of course, the program is built from multiple instances of classes.
The development in this section is based on the initial specification of Section 5. The final program uses
an acyclic directed graph (DAG) of objects: references which are shared by several objects bring with
them many of the problems of shared variables but the fact that the interface of an object is constrained
by the available methods simplifies reasoning about interference. But there is certainly a price to pay
for the interference: the DAG object graph can no longer support the form of induction proof used in
Section 5.

Reification
A straightforward step of data reification could represent sieve of Section 5 as an array of Booleans
(giving its characteristic function). A general array is however too flexible in that its elements could
be changed by assignment in either direction between the two Boolean values; furthermore, such an
array offers no scope for distribution. Given that sieve is initialized to a large set and then elements
are only ever removed, it is a better design decision to place each Boolean in a separate instance of a
class El which only has a method which deletes its element; these separate instances provide potential
parallelism.7 The instances are located via a map
m

Ref (El)

(3)

7
In / o`h as it stands, some of this potential is squandered. If it were possible to use the natural numbers themselves as
references, the program and its development would be shorter and more parallelism would be available (such a ‘program’
is given in Appendix B) but the fact that a separate mapping from natural numbers to references is required here makes no
difference to the sort of interference proof required. Unfortunately, the mapping does introduce an addressing bottleneck. It
would be possible to use multiple copies of Vector after its initialization and Pierre America (private communication) has ideas
about pragmas which would request ‘one copy per processor’. (Justification of this split would be trivial.)
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The El class is simple enough that it is easier to document the design decisions directly in its code than
to interpose a specification.
El class
vars b: @ true
test() method r:
rd b
return b
del() method
b @ false
return
Instances of El are initialized (to true) when created by a new statement. Notice that there is (after
creation) only a del method available thus restricting interference. This intuitive idea can be formalised
by
p D Ref (El)  p!test() links (b(m (p))  b( m (p)))
It is more convenient to record this as
p D Ref (El)  p!test() links (p!b  p!b)
or even
p D Ref (El)  p!test() maintains p!b
and similarly
p D Ref (El)  p!del() confirms ¬ (p!b)

(4)

Since there are only these two methods, any designer can rely on El’s contribution to the environment
satisfying
e confirms ¬ (p!b)

(5)

Furthermore
p D Ref (El)  p!del() fin (¬ p!b)

(6)

The map of Equation 3 is stored in a variable v of (an instance of) class Vector which provides via
its method lu a way of looking up the reference to El for an index. Since the references to El are to be
returned as results, they must be marked as shared . Thus
Vector class
m
vars max: ; v:
shared ref(El)
new(n: ) method r: ref(Vector)
post r = self  max = n  i D 2, … , max u b(m (v(i)))  true
lu(n: ) method r: ref(El)
rd max, v
pre n ) max
return v(n)
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Getting back to the task of re-specifying the methods of Primes on this representation, it is necessary
to relate the representation to the abstraction (i.e. sieve) in the normal way. The function which retrieves
sieve of the specification is8
retr : Ref A Y A -set
retr(sr)(m )
rmap : (

let m = rmap(v(m (sr)))(m ) in i D dom m | m(i)  true
m

Ref ) A Y A (

rmap(rm)(m )

i

m

)

b(m (rm(i))) | i D dom rm

Adequacy etc. can be proved.
The specification of the main part of Primes (its new method) is
Primes class
vars max: ; sr: shared ref(Vector)
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
post r = self  max = n  retr(sr)(m ) = i
test(n: ) method r:
return (sr!lu(n))!test()

is-prime(i) | i D 2, … , max

Completing the proof that this is a reification of Primes at the beginning of Section 5 is not difficult.
The interesting part of the design task is the use of parallelism which now follows.

Decomposition of Vector and Primes
Developing code to satisfy the specification of the new method of Vector is an easier job than for Primes.
Since this is the first exposure to the parallel statement of / o`h the easier task is tackled first. The
post-condition of new (of Vector) can be satisfied if new El is invoked to set up each v(i). This could be
achieved by a while statement but here it is possible to use a parallel statement which creates independent
threads. Since each v(i) is independent, no interference can arise. Thus the code is
Vector class
vars max:

; v:

m

shared ref(El)

new(n: ) method r: ref(Vector)
max @ ( 3n )2
v(i) @ new El
iD 2,…,max

return self
lu(n: ) method r: ref(El)
pre n ) max
return v(n)

But the rule 1 can again be used to make the return come after the first assignment in new.
It is now time to turn to the interesting task of designing Primes so as to satisfy the specification
above. The new method has to create an instance of Vector (which sets the b in each El to true) and
then arrange that the b of each composite number is ‘deleted’ (set to false). This deletion could be
8

In several places below, m(i)  true is written for emphasis where m(i) would be equivalent.
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implemented by nested loops and such a sequential approach would pose no interference problems.
Here the design decision is to use parallel instances of a Rem process: each Rem(i, sr) is responsible for
sieving out those composites of which i is a factor; sr gives access to the instance of Vector. Given that
sr is shared by the parallel instances of Rem the object graph is a DAG. It is easy to see from the types
of the variables containing references that no cycles can be present.
It is then, now essential to face the problem of interference. Fortunately the notation and rules
of [Jon91a] cover the needs here with little modification. The designer of Primes might choose to make
a step in which the new method is designed and justified in terms of a specification for Rem (postponing
its implementation).
In order to obtain an understanding of the specification for the new method of Rem, the simplification
where it is assumed to run in the absence of interference is considered first. An initial stab at a postcondition might be 9
retr(sr)( m ) < retr(sr)(m ) = mults(i)
But, even for isolated instances of Rem, this is wrong because (other than the first instance executed)
some composite c D mults(i) – which the ith instance of Rem would have deleted – might be absent
from its initial state because it was removed by some earlier invocation of Rem (with an index which is
another factor of c). The correct post-condition for an isolated version of Rem is
retr(sr)( m ) < retr(sr)(m ) = mults(i) E retr(sr)( m )

(7)

If, however, instances of Rem are run in parallel, interference can occur and it is possible that this can
delete elements which are not multiples of i in Equation 7. This suggests focusing on the actions of
Rem(i, sr) by writing a dynamic constraint
new Rem(i, sr) links (retr(sr)( m ) < retr(sr)(m )

mults(i))

(8)

Use of -links of Section 6 makes it possible to conclude from Equation 8 that
new Rem(i, sr) links (retr(sr)( m ) < retr(sr)(m )

mults(i))

i

(9)

i

So far so good – but this is not enough for the designer of Primes since it is necessary to show that
enough elements are removed (Equation 9 is satisfied by skip).
Referring back to Equation 7, what is missing is a constraint that
new Rem(i, sr) e fin (retr(sr)(m ) E mults(i) =

)

But the designer of Rem will be unable to construct an implementation which achieves this requirement
unless permission is given to rely on
e links (retr(sr)(m )

retr(sr)( m ))

So the contract includes
e links (retr(sr)(m )
9

Where mults:

retr(sr)( m ))  new Rem(i, sr) e fin (retr(sr)(m ) E mults(i) =

A -set yields the set of multiples of i.
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)

(10)

It is now appropriate to use -I of Section 6 to conclude
new Primes fin retr(sr)(m ) E

mults(i) =
i

So the class Primes (with annotations) is
Primes class
vars max: ; sr: shared ref(Vector)
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
max @ n
sr @ new Vector(max)
let m = rmap(v(m (sr))(m ) in rng m = true
new Rem(i, sr)
iD 2,…, 3max

let m = rmap(v(m (sr))(m ) in i D 2, … , max u m(i)  is-prime(i)
return self
test(n: ) method r:
return (sr!lu(n))!test()

Decomposition of Rem
The remaining task is to develop code which satisfies the requirements on Rem (cf. Equations 9 and 10).
It follows by -links from Equation 4 that

(sr!lu(i  m))!del() links (retr(sr)( m ) < retr(sr)(m )

mults(i))

(11)

mD 2,…, max/i

from which Equation 8 is a consequence. The post-condition in Equation 10 requires -I again so Rem
satisfies the annotations shown in the following.
Rem class
new(i: , sr: ref) method

(sr!lu(im))!del()
mD 2,…, max/i

let m = rmap(v(m (sr))(m ) in c D mults(i) u m(c)  false
return

Final code transformation
Finally, El can be transformed to
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El class
vars b: @ true
test() method r:
rd b
return b
del() method
return
b @ false

8

Discussion

Clearly there is much more work to be done. Apart from considering other examples, the major activity
is to complete the appendix which provides a semantics for / o`h . This will be the basis on which
the proof obligations are to be justified. Examples of liveness proofs have been undertaken but need
polishing. Influences on choice of logical operators include UNITY [CM88] (and Misra’s more recent
work), as well as Lamport’s TLA [Lam90, Lam91] (it might be worth defining the operators of Section 6
on top of TLA.
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A

/ o`h

A.1

Relationship of / o`h to POOL

This section comments on the differences between / o`h and the language which inspired its creation.
A useful overview of the work on POOL is [Ame89]. Pierre America and Jan Rutten produced a
combined doctoral thesis [AR89] which contains a collection of papers (some published elsewhere) on
the formal aspects of the POOL project including their work on (metric space methods of) denotational
semantics. A proof theory for a sequential version of POOL is given in [Ame86], while [AdB90]
addresses proofs about process creation in a language called P which is more like CSP or CCS in the
way that communication is a single event without any way to return a value. A proof method for the full
rendezvous mechanism of POOL is given in [dB91]: but this multi-level approach is not compositional
in a useful sense.
The main changes from POOL (see [Ame89, Ame91b]) are:
1. In / o`h , methods do not have a body (which, in POOL, is a statement which says – for instances
of the class – when a rendezvous can occur as well as executing autonomous code between method
invocations); the examples here were longer with a body and it rarely did anything interesting;
one can simulate the effect of this body by code in methods and switches etc.
2. The new message to a class can be defined by an explicit method in / o`h .
3. Methods in / o`h which do not return a value are distinguished from those which do.
4. The yield statement is new in / o`h .10
5. The Parallel statement is also new but is an obvious extension.
6. References in / o`h are typed.
7. POOL has a local call; this could easily be added to / o`h .
8. Clearly, / o`h needs some way of controlling conditional ‘firing’ of methods.
The development method presented here is not like any in the POOL literature. The approach illustrated
in the current paper is the way that developments can first employ normal sequential reasoning based
on pre-/post-conditions and then use transformations to admit concurrency (similar ideas are present in
the works of Lengauer [Len82], Zwiers [JPZ91] and Xu/He [XH91, Xu92]; equivalence laws are given
in [HHJ+87, RH86]; see [OA91]).
Some open issues in / o`h are:
1. Methods could be divided into those which have a side-effect and those which are purely functional – this is done in UFO [Sar92].
2. It is not clear whether it would be worth distinguishing mutable values from what are constants in other languages – this affects the need for interference assertions (cf. the infamous
ordered-collection example).
10

I suspect it would not be liked by the POOL authors who would deprecate such a form of ‘future communication’ – but
compare Section 3 with [Ame89].
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3. So far, / o`h has not used the (ST) trick of defining operators (e.g. +, ¬ ) as methods; since there
are no ‘block expressions’ (yet?), the option to do the same for while does not exist.
4. Block statements and exceptions might be added (exceptions could be in the style of VDM’s exit).
5. There is some case for adding constant (e.g. numeric) channel names (cf. AppendixAC).

A.2

Abstract syntax

System = Id

m

Cdef

Cdef :: ivars : Id
mm : Id

m
m

Type
Mdef

Type = LOCALREF | SHAREDREF | BOOL | INT
Mdef :: r
pl
tvars
b

:
:
:
:

[Type]
(Id × Type)
m
Id
Type
Stmt

Stmt = Mref | Assign | Parallel | Compound | If | While | SKIP | Return | Yield
Assign :: lhs : Id
rhs : Expr
Parallel :: m : Index

m

Stmt

Compound :: sl : Stmt 
If :: b : Expr
th : Stmt
el : Stmt
While :: b : Expr
s : Stmt
Return :: r : [Expr]
Yield :: r : Expr
Expr = New | Mref | NIL | SELF | Compare | Id |
New :: cn : Id
al : Expr
Compare :: e1 : Expr
e2 : Expr
Mref :: ob : Expr
mn : Id
al : Expr
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|

B

Using constant references

This appendix indicates how constants (in this case natural numbers) could be used as channel names:
writing r i for i D .
Primes class
vars max:
new(n: ) method r: ref(Primes)
max @ n
new El(i)
iD 2,…,max

Rem(i)
iD 2,…, 3max

return self

test(n: ) method r:
return n!test()
Rem: class
new(i: ) method

(rim)!del();
mD 2,…, max/i

return

El class
vars b:
new(i) method r: ref
b @ true
return ri
test() method r:
return b
del() method
return
b @ false
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C

Semantics

The body of this paper uses object-based notation as a way of recording design decisions; it is certainly
not the intention to design a new programming language. It is however still necessary to fix its semantics
in much the same way as one would for a programming language since the proof obligations which are
proposed for the development method must be justified against some semantic base. My own earlier
work on operational and denotational semantics naturally led me to attempt a model-oriented semantics
(for alternatives see [Wol88, AR89, AR92, Wal93]) and, in fact, a semantics based on resumptions
fits some aspects of parallel object-based languages quite well. But there are serious difficulties which
appear to arise from not being able to capitalise on the limitations on interference: one ends up describing
a detailed level of granularity and then proving that a coarser notion of atomic step would give the same
overall result. In contrast, it is possible to map / o`h to Milner’s / -calculus [Mil92].

C.1

The / -calculus

This section pins down the version of the polyadic / -calculus used below; the main source is [Mil92].
Syntax
Processes (typical elements P, Q)
P::= N

|

P|Q

|

!P

|

(i x)P

Normal processes (typical elements M, N)11
N : : = / .P

|

0

|

M+N

Prefixes (typical element / )12

/ : : = x(ỹ)

|

xỹ

Names (typical elements x, y)
Abbreviations
Trailing stop processes are omitted, so / .0 is written / .
Multiple new names are combined, so (i x)(i y) is written (i xy).
11

Unlike [Wal93, Mil89], (binary) sums are used; the summands are always prefixed.
In [Mil92] abstractions and concretions are identified as separate phrases. Although the symmetry is pleasing, separating
concretions appears to achieve little for the purposes here; the question of abstractions is more subtle: for now, the objectoriented position is taken that everything is located by name – this would certainly change if a higher-order calculus were
used.
12
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Structural equivalence
Assume functions which yield the free (fn) and bound (bn) names of processes.
Structural equivalence laws include the following 13 (Alpha-convertible terms are taken to be structurally equivalent).

M+0 > M
M+N > N+M
M1 + (M2 + M3 ) > (M1 + M2 ) + M3
M+M > M
P|0 > P
P|Q > Q|P
P | (Q | R) > (P | Q) | R
!P > P | !P
(i x)0
(i x)(i y)P
(i x)(P

> 0
> (i y)(i x)P

| Q) > P | (i x)Q if x  fn(P)

(i x)y(z̃).P

> y(z̃).(i x)P where x & y, x  z̃

(i x)yz̃.P

> yz̃.(i x)P where x & y, x  z̃

(i x)/ .P

> 0 if / is x(ỹ) or xỹ

Reduction
COMM

(u u u + .xỹP) | (x(z̃).Q + u u u) A P | Q ỹ/z̃

PAR

P A Pv
P | Q A Pv | Q

RES

P A Pv
(i x)P A (i x)Pv

STRUCT

Q > P P A Pv Pv > Qv
Q A Qv

Notice that there are no reductions under prefix (or replication).

C.2

Representing values

Note14
The first three rules for + (|) can be summarized by saying that M/ + /0 (P/ | /0) are symmetric monoids.
One might prefer to mirror the OOL idea of any value being an object; strictly, there is a problem here because the
/ -calculus allows only a finite number of instances; how would one show that – in any program – only a finite number of
integers were required?
13
14
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Booleans
true
false

b(tf ).t

b

b(tf ).f

b

So if vl then P else Q can be represented as
(i tf )ltf.(t().P + f ().Q)

Then
Copy(b, c)

(i tf )btf.(t(). true

c

+ f ().

false c )

(i tf )btf.(t().Copy(c, d) + f (). false

And(b, c, d)

d)

Natural numbers
0

l

l(zs).z

succ(n)

(i lv)(l(zs).slv

l

| n lv )

So, for example 1 is
(i lv)(l(zs).slv

| lv(zs).z)

Then15
Copy(l, m)
Add(k, l, m)

(i zs)lzs.(z().

m

+ s(lv).(i mv)(m(zs).smv | Copy(lv, mv)))

(i zs)kzs.(z().Copy(l, m) + s(kv).(i mv)(m(zs).smv

| Add(kv, l, mv)))

Equal(l, m, b)

(i zs)lzs.(z().EqualZ(m, b) + s(lv).EqualNZ(lv, m, b))

EqualZ(m, b)

(i zs)mzs.(z(). true

EqualNZ(lv, m, b)

C.3

0

b

+ s(mv).

(i zs)mzs.(z(). false

b

false b )

+ s(mv).Equal(lv, m, b))

Mapping

This section develops a mapping from / o`h to the version of the polyadic / -calculus given above. In
the spirit of Landin [Lan66] – / -calculus equivalents of increasingly complex programs are shown.
15

It is – just – worth recording the SORTs here: with N
k, l, m: N, (for n D ) n: N, z: Z, s: S.

(Z, S), Z
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(), S

(N) , then (including primed versions)

Classes
Consider the class definition
C class
m1 (x) method return
m2 () method r: ref return self
The semantics must show that multiple instances of C can be created: the creation of instances of classes
is modelled by replication with a private name (u) being passed out for each instance. (It is assumed
that a static association will be made of names like c to class names like C.)
! (i u)cu.(i_ )(_ | Gu )

(12)

Then the creation of new instances of C (new C) can be modelled by
c(u). u u u u( … ) u u u
A ‘baton’ (_ ) is used to make sure that only one method (within any particular instance) is active at
any one time.16 17
So, in outline
def

Gu = ! _ (). u u u .(s1 ( u u u ). u u u ._ + s2 ( u u u ). u u u ._ )
The selection of method is handled by passing out two names (s 1 s2 ) so that the invoking process can
use the appropriate one.
def

Gu = ! _ ().(i s1 s2 )us1 s2 .(s1 (f1 x).f1 ._ + s2 (f2 ).f2 u._ )

(13)

The method u!m1 (e) is invoked by
u(s1 s2 ).(i f1 )s1 f1 e.f1 ()
and u!m2 () is invoked by
u(s1 s2 ).(i f2 )s2 f2 .f2 (uv)
Instance variables
Consider the class with methods which set (s) and access (a) an instance variable (v) where variables
contain names.
C class
vars v: @ nil
s(x) method v @ x; return
a() method return v
16

This is the coding for recursion given in [Mil92].
This ‘mutex’ behaviour for methods could be relaxed as in VDM++ [Dür92]: I might even follow their use of Deontic
logic to fix the activation possibilities.
17
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This can be modelled as in Equation 12 with an additional process (M v and baton _v ) for each instance
variable.
! (i u)(cu.(i__v vr vw )(_v nil | Mv | _ | Gu ))

(14)

The instance variable itself is like a class for which only one instance is required; this degenerate class
has methods for read (mr ) and write (mw ) whose interface is simple because they can only be invoked
from one place this is modelled by
def

Mv = ! _v(y).(vr y._v y + vw (z)._v z)

(15)

The definition of Gu is:18
def

Gu = ! _ ().(i ss sa )uss sa .(ss (fs x).vw x.fs ._ + sa (fa ).vr (y).fa y._ )

(16)

Code after return statement
Were the s method above written
C class
…
s(x) method return ; v @ x
…
then the vw x.fs is commutated in Equation 16 to give
def

Gu = ! _ ().(i ss sa )uss sa .(ss (fs x).fs .vw x._ + u u u)

(17)

Of course, under what circumstances this is equivalent to Equation 16 (or even what this means) is the
interesting question (see Section C.4).
Yield statement
The yield construct is handled by passing on the name (say, f ) to which the method containing the
construct was to return its result. Thus while
C class
vars l: private ref(C)
f (…) method u u u return l!f (u u u)
is modelled by (cf. Equation 16)
! _ ().(i sf )(usf .(sf (ff x). u u u vr (uv).uv(sf v ).(i ff v)(sf v ff v x.ff v (r).ff r._ )))
substituting yield for return gives
! _ ().(i sf )(usf .(sf (ff x). u u u vr (uv).uv(sf v ).sf v ff x._ ))
18

Here it is worth recording the SORTs: with C
(U), U
(SS , SA ), SS
(FS , VAL), SA
(FA ), FS
(), FA
(VAL), A
(), AVAL
(VAL) < VR
(VAL), VW
(VAL) then c: C, u: U, ss : SS , sa : SA , fs : FS , fa : FA , _ : A, _V : AVAL ,
vr : VR , vw : VW .
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Statement composition
So far, order has been modelled by prefixing (see Equation 13); an alternative is to have a link on which
a completion signal is sent and to use composition. So S 1 ; S2 signals termination on l by
(i lv)(S1 (lv)

| lv().S2 (l))

and skip statements are modelled by
l.0
Conditional statements
A conditional statement if E then S 1 else S2 can be modelled by
(i lvl1 l2 )(BoolEval(lv, l1 , l2 )

| E(lv) | (l1 .S1 (l) + l2 .S2 (l)))

def

BoolEval(lv, l1 , l2 ) = lv(b).btf | (t.l1 + f.l2 )

(18)
(19)

While statements
A while statement while E do S od can be modelled by (using the baton trick)
(i_w )(_w

| ! _w ().W (l))

(20)

def

W (l) = (i lvvl1 l2 )(BoolEval(lvv, l1 , l2 ) | E(lvv) | (l1 .S(_w ) + l2 .l))

(21)

There is here a radical alternative: if block statements were added to / o`h , the ST-80 trick of
programming out a while statement could obviate the need for this statement as a primitive. (This
probably amounts to doing in / o`h what is done here in the / -calculus.)
Parallel statement
Just maps to composition!

C.4

Proofs

Basic results
To warm up, prove something like i + j
(i kl)(Add(k, l, m)

| i

k

m

is observationally equivalent to

| j l)
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Transformation 1
Consider the need to justify repositioning the return statement as in Section C.3 (i.e. showing that no
/ o`h system can detect which version of C is being used). The composition of the invocation with the
denotation of the class is (where the version of the G u process corresponding to Equation 16 is used;
also we unfold – once each – Equations 15 and 16)
u(ss sa ).(i fs )(ss fs l.fs ()). u u u u(ss sa ).(i fa )(sa fa .fa (r)) |

+ sa(fa ).vr (y).fa y._ )) |
! _ ().(i ss sa )(uss sa .(ss (fs x).vw x.fs ._ + sa (fa ).vr (y).fa y._ )) |
vr nil._v nil + vw (z)._v z |
! _v (y).(vr y._v y + vw (z)._v z))

(i__v vr vw )((i ss sa )(uss sa .(ss (fs x).vw x.fs ._

(Where the elided expressions from the invocation contain no reference to u but other terms in a composition could refer to u.) The set of free names of this whole expression is u ; intuitively it is easy to
see that no further positive occurrence of u is available until after _ triggers a further unfolding; therefore the permutation preserves equivalence. More formally, the first two elements of the composition
reduce to
(i fs ).(fs ()). u u u u(ss sa ).(i fa )(sa fa .fa (r))
(i__vvr vw )(i ss sa )(vw l.fs ._

|

| u u u)

From this it should be clear that v w l.fs ._ can be commuted to fs .vw l._
But handling non-trivial values will mess up the locality of names – unless values are copied –
remember distinguishing immutable values is a problem in OOLs so the difficulty is not the fault of the
/ -calculus.
Transformation 2
Consider the change from return to yield: following a similar pattern to above
u(sf ).(i ff )(sf ff x.ff (r)). u u u r u u u |
(i__v vr vw )((i sf )(usf .(sf (ff x). u u u vr (uv).uv(sf v ).(i ff v )(sf v ff v x.ff v (r).ff r._ ))

|

! _ ().(i sf )(usf .(sf (ff x). u u u vr (uv).uv(sf v ).(i ff v )(sf v ff v x.ff v (r).ff r._ )) |

(vr uv._uv uv + vw (z)._v z) |
! _v (y).(vr y._v y + vw (z)._v z)))) |
(i__vvr vw )((i sf v )(uvsf v .(sf v (ff v x).ff v … ._ ))

|

! _ ().((i sf v )(uvsf v .(sf v (ff v x).ff v … ._ ))))
the composition reduces to
(i ff ).(ff (r)). u u u r u u u
(i__v vr vw )(uv(sf v ).(i ff v )(sf v ff v x.ff v (r).ff r._ )

|

| u u u) |

(i__vvr vw )((i sf v )(uvsf v .(sf v (ff v x).ff v … ._ ))

| u u u)
36

then changing the second line to
uv(sf v ).sf v ff x._
is OK!
Logic
Need to prove that logical expressions make sense. For now at least, look at idea of adding (models of)
methods which expose values.

C.5

Related work

Milner already discusses interesting examples in [MPW92]19 While this author was working on an
early version of a mapping to the polyadic / -calculus, [Wal91] was sent to him: this mapping from
POOL to the monadic version of the calculus [MPW92, MPW91] had a stimulating effect on the work
and resulted in a number of changes. Similarly [Wal93] (which inter alia maps POOL to the polyadic
calculus) provided useful ideas. Other researchers who have provided (process algebra based) semantics
of object-oriented languages include Honda and Tokoro ([HT91b] is based on [HT91a]) and [Vaa90]
which employs ACP.

19

See [MPW92, Mil92] for historical notes on name passing calculi.
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